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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this note is to prove 
Corollary A. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group and let k be an uncountable field 
of characteristic zero. Then the cliques of kG are localisable. 
The terms used here are defined in the next two paragraphs. The corresponding 
result for an arbitrary field of positive characteristic was proved in [6]. 
A prime ideal P of a Noetherian ring R is usually not localisable - that is, the 
set T(P) of elements of R which are not zero divisors modulo P is usually not an 
Ore set. (An Ore set of elements of a ring R is a non-empty multiplicatively closed 
subset of R satisfying the right and left Ore conditions [4, §1], [9, Ch. 1].) One 
obstruction to localisation at P arises from the occurrence of 'links' involving P. 
Recall that an element m of a module M over a prime Noetherian ring S is torsion 
if there exists c e ZJ(0) with cm = 0. The torsion elements of M form a submodule: 
M is torsion free if its torsion submodule is zero, [9, Ch. 1]. Let P and Q be prime 
ideals of the Noetherian ring R. There is said to be a (second layer) link from P to 
Q if there is an ideal A of R with PQ c_ A C P n Q and P N Q/A left R/P- and right 
R/Q-torsion free. In this case we write P - -~ Q. If P ~ Q or Q --~ P, any Ore 
subset of T(P) must also be in T(Q) [9, Theorem 5.4.5] or [4, Lemma 1.1]. The 
graph of links of R is the directed graph whose vertices are labelled by the primes 
of R, with a directed edge from P to Q if P - .* Q. The set of primes labelling the 
vertices of the connected component of this graph containing the point P is called 
the clique of P, denoted cl(P). It is a countable set [14, Corollary 3.13]. 
It has recently been shown that there are large classes of Noetherian rings in which 
one may localise at the clique X containing the particular prime P in which one is 
interested - that is, the set no~x ~J(Q) is Ore. The resulting localised ring - while 
it has a countably infinite number of maximal ideals when cl(P) is infinite - shares 
many of the familiar properties of commutative local rings. It has already proved 
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useful in several applications, (see [15, Theorem 12] and [4, §3] for example). 
In view of [2, §4] and [14, Proposition 4.5] or [15, Theorem 8 and Lemma 1], 
Corollary A is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem A. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group and S a commutative Noetherian 
ring. Let X be a clique of SG. Then there is a bound on the uniform dimensions 
of  the rings SG/P, P e X. 
The uniform dimension u-dim(M) of a module M is the cardinality of the largest 
set of non-zero submodules of M whose sum in M is direct; its basic properties are 
given in [11, Ch. 10], for example. We can summarise Theorem A as saying that 
the cliques of SG are uniformly bounded. Its proof is easily reduced at the start of 
Section 4 to the case where S is a field. When S has positive characteristic the cliques 
o f  SG are finite [6, Theorem 4.5]. For a coefficient field of characteristic zero. 
Theorem A is proved in Section 4, by reducing the problem to a key case, where 
the clique can be explicitly described. This description is given in Section 3. 
All rings in this paper are right and left Noetherian, all modules are unital and 
all groups are polycyclic-by-finite. The right [resp. left] annihilator of a subset Y 
of a right [resp. left] R-module is denoted by rR(Y) [resp. IR(Y)]. Let R be a ring 
and M an R-module of finite uniform dimension: the (necessarily finite) set of prime 
ideals P of R for which there is a non-zero submodule N of M such that P is the 
annihilator of N and all its non-zero submodules i denoted Ass(M). The Hirsch 
number of a polycyclic-by-finite group G is denoted by h(G), [13, p. 16]; its FC- 
subgroup by A(G), [11, p. 113]. The group G is orbitally sound if, for all subgroups 
H of G with only finitely many distinct G-conjugates, In: ng~ Hgl< oo, [12, p. 
387]. Let S be a commutative ring and let I be an ideal of SG; we shall denote the 
normal subgroup {g e G : g -  1 e I) by I ÷. Augmentation ideals of group rings will 
be denoted by the corresponding small German letter. 
2. Preliminary results 
Proposition 2.1. Let I be an ideal of  the ring R, P a prime containing L Suppose 
that I has the AR property, and Q is a prime with P - -  Q. Then I c_ Q. Either (a) 
P/ I  is linked to Q/1 in the ring R/1, or (b) there exists an ideal JCL  with 1/.1 an 
R/P-R/Q-bimodule, torsion free on both sides. I f  I is polycentral, then (a) must 
occur unless P= Q. 
Proof. There exists an ideal A with PQ c_ A C P n Q and P n Q/A a right and left 
torsion free R/P-R/Q-bimodule. Since I has the AR property, there exists n _ 1 with 
Q n I n c_ IQ c_ A. Thus (P n Q)I n c_ A, and so 1'7 c_ Q. Since Q is prime, I_c Q. Either 
Ic_A, so (a) holds, or Ig~A, in which case (b) holds, with J= IOA.  
Suppose that 1is polycentral and that (b) holds. Choosing x e I \ J with x + J cen- 
tral in R/ J  shows that P= Q. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let k be afield. Let H be a normal subgroup of finite index in the group 
G, and let P be a prime ideal of  kG. Let Ql,. . . ,  Qt be the primes of  kH minimal 
over P O kH. I f  cl(Qi) is uniformly bounded, for some i, then cl(P) is uniformly 
bounded. 
Proof. As mentioned in the introduction, cl(P) is finite if k has positive 
characteristic. So assume that k has characteristic zero. Suppose that cl(Qi) is 
uniformly bounded for some i. Then this is the case for all i, since the Oi are G- 
conjugate. Let X= Ui cl(Qi). Let Q ~ cl(P). We claim that 
QAkH= n lg, (1) 
geG 
where I~X.  Since (1) is true for Q=P, the claim will follow from: 
I f  Q, Je  cl(P) with Q - . -  J or J ~ Q, and (1) holds 
for Q, then it holds for  J. (2) 
Suppose that Q ~ J. Since the primes of cl(P) are incomparable [3] or [10, 
Corollary 1.6], it follows from [9, Theorem 6.1.7] that there is an exact sequence 
of finitely generated non-zero uniform left kG-modules 
O~A~M~B~O 
with A a left ideal of kG/Q, B a left ideal of kG/J, and A = {m eM:  Qm =0}. Thus 
lktt(A) = Q n kH and lki4(B) = JO kH. Let A '= {m ~ M:  (Q n kH)m = 0}, so A'  is a 
kG-module containing A. Since A' is an essential extension of A as 
kG/(Q n kH)kG-modules, and Q/(Q O kH)kG is a minimal prime of the semiprime 
ring kG/(Q N kH)kG [11, Theorem 7.2.5], QA' = 0. Hence 
A =A'.  (3) 
Let QOkH= NgeG[ g, where I~X.  Let T be a right transversal to No(I) in G. 
For g~ T, let Eg be the kH-injective hull of the left module kH/ I  g. Then 
'Eg := kG®E e is an injective kG-module with kG/kGI  g as an essential submodule 
[7, §2]; and so E = (~)ge r Eg is the kG-injective hull of kG/(Q n kH)kG. Since the 
latter is a semiprime ring with Q/(Q n kH)kG as a minimal prime, M embeds in E. 
Let U be the kG-submodule of E generated by (e:Ige=O, some ge  T}. Then 
U= {ee E: (QOkH)e=O} = (~)g~ 7"Ug, where Ug -~- {ee E: Ige=O}. Now UOM=A,  
by (3). By [9, Lemma 6.1.3], the prime annihilators L of submodules of E/U  each 
satisfy I g - -  L, for some g e T. Hence J O kH= ng ~ c Lg, for some such L, prov- 
ing (2). 
3. The generation of a clique 
Recall that if V and W are kG-modules, so is V® k W, the action being given by 
g(o ® w) = go ® gw, for g e G, o e V, w e W. The case I=  g of the next lemma is [8, 
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§2.2, Lemma 1], but the more general result does not appear to have been noted 
in the literature. 
Lemma 3.1. Let N be a normal subgroup of  a group G, and let k be a field. Set 
(nN')g=g- lngN ' for  neN,  geG to give N /N '®zk  a structure as right kG- 
module; and set g(nN')=gng- lN ' to give it a left module structure. Call these 
modules V and 'V respectively. Let I be an ideal o f  kG with 11Gc_L Put 
W= (kOlI) Iko, 'W= kal (kGII). 
(i) As right kG-modules, 11G/In = V@k W. 
(ii) As left kG-modules, nG/nI='V@k 'W. 
Note. We do not assume that G is polycyclic in Lemma 3.1. 
Proof. By symmetry, it is clearly enough to prove (i). 
Let (n i • i e J )  be a subset of N whose images n i in V afford a k-basis. Then n/n 2 
is the k-vector space with basis {(hi- 1)+ 112}. An easy argument using a transver- 
sal to N in G shows that nG/n2G is the free left k(G/N)-module with basis 
{(hi- 1)+ 112G }. Thus nG/In is a free left kG/I-module on the basis {(hi-  1)+ 111). 
We define a k-homomorphism ~0 from nG/ln to V® W by 
~P( ~i cti((ni-1)+ ln)) = ~ i
where ct iEkG/ I  for all i. Since V®W is spanned by the elements (ni®(g+I): 
i e j ,  geG},  and ni®(g+I)=~o(g((ni-1)+In)), q~ is onto. Let {aj " je j f}  be a k- 
basis of kG/I.  Then {aj( (n j -1)+In) : ie J ,  j e J}  is a k-basis of nG/In, whose 
images under tp are linearly independent. So ~0 is a monomorphism. 
Let g e G. If  a e kG/ I  and n e N, then 
q~(a((n - 1) + In)g) = ~p(ag((n g - 1) + In)) 
=ngQctg=n . g@et. g 
= (n ® a)g = ~o(a((n - 1) + In))g. 
Thus ~0 is a module homomorphism. 
Lemma 3.2. Let N be a normal nilpotent subgroup o f  the group G, with G/N 
abelian. Let k be a field, and P a prime ideal of  kG with nG c_ P. Let V and' V be 
as in Lemma 3.1, and put W= (kG/P)[ka and 'W= kc[ (kG/P). 
(i) {Q: P -,~ Q} =Ass(V® k W), together, possibly, with P. 
(ii) {Q : Q - - -  P} =Ass( 'V®k'W) ,  together, possibly, with P. 
Proof. We prove (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. Since nG has the AR property [11, 
Theorem 11.2.14], Proposition 2.1 applies: If Q~P and P - , -  Q, then Q is the 
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annihilator of an image of (nG/Pn)Ikc. By Lemma 3.1, Q is the annihilator of an 
image of V® W. 
Let re(P) be the transcendence d gree over k of the field of fractions F of kG/P.  
As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.1, kGI (nG/Pn) is a free kG/P-module. Thus, by 
[5, Proposition 2.4], every prime annihilator J of a non-zero submodule of 
(nG/Pn)[kc has m(J )=m(P)=m(Q) .  Hence, using the classical primary decom- 
position of (nG/Pn)Ik(C/N), one sees that Q is the annihilator of a submodule of 
V®W. 
For the converse, suppose Q is the annihilator of a submodule of V® W; that 
is, of (nG/Pn)I~G. Write E [resp. E0] for the kG/nEG-injective hull [resp. kG/nG- 
injective hull] of 'IV. Then E/E  o = H:= Homkc (nG/Pn, Eo), where the right action 
on (nG/Pn) affords the module action on / - / [9 ,  Lemma 4.4.9]. Hence there is a 
uniform module which is an extension of E 0 by a non-zero ideal of kG/Q. Now 
every finitely generated submodule of E0 has a filtration whose factors are ideals of 
kG/P, since the ideals of the commutative ring kG/nG have the AR property. So 
we get a uniform extension of an ideal of kG/P  by an ideal of kG/Q. That is, 
P ~ Q, by [9, Lemma 6.1.3] or [4, Lemma 2.2]. 
Continue the notation of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Let ¢ be the set of prime ideals 
of kG which contain nG. Define an operation J- on finite subsets A of f ,  as 
follows: 
J (A )= {Ass(V® k (kG/I)[kG): leA}  I..,I {Ass('V®k GI(kG/I)) : I~A }. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 is: 
Corollary 3.3. Let Pc  ~. Then cl(P) = Un>_o#-n({p}). 
Remark 3.4. Since they are modules over the commutative ring k(G/N),  the same 
conclusion holds as above if, in the definition of Y, F and 'F  are replaced by the 
factors by their Jacobson radicals. 
Lemma 3.5. Let F be a group of  automorphisms of the polycyclic group E. Let N 
be a nilpotent normal subgroup of E with Nr  = N and E /N  abelian. Let k be af ield 
of characteristic zero. Let P be a prime ideal of  kE with nE c_ P, and a y - a e P for  
all a ~kE and y ~ F. Then there exists a normal subgroup C of  finite index in F such 
that, for all a ekE  and c ~ C, a c - a ~ Q for every Q ~ cl(P). 
Note. We do not assume that F is polycyclic. 
Proof. Let V and 'V be the right and left k(E/N)-modules obtained from N/N" as 
in Lemma 3.1. Replace V and 'V by the factors by their Jacobson radicals. If 
necessary, and appeal to Remark 3.4 - we can and shall assume that V and 'V are 
completely reducible. Since E/N is abelian, there is a finite extension K of k such 
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that V®K and K®'V have composition series whose irreducible factors are of 
dimension one over K. Since K is separable over k, V ® K and K®'V are completely 
reducible [11, Theorem 7.2.11]. 
Let yeF .  Setting o. e=oe y for oe V and eeE makes V®K into a KE-module, 
which we denote by Vy®K. Recall that Nr=N.  It's easy to check that the map 
Oy: V®K-~ Vy®K induced from the map xN'~xYN" (xeN)  defines an isomor. 
phism of KE-modules between V®K and Vy®K. In particular, rlcE(V®K) is 
fixed under conjugation by F, so the maximal ideals of KE containing rlce(V®K) 
are permuted by F. Since there are only finitely many of these maximal ideals, there 
is a subgroup of finite index in F fixing them all. Similar remarks apply to the left 
modules K®y 'V (y eF) .  Hence there exists a normal subgroup C of finite index in 
F such that MC= M for all maximal ideals M of KE annihilating a non-zero sub- 
module of V®K or K@'V. 
Let M be one such ideal; let geE .  Then g +M= A + M for some ;t e K, so, for 
C6 C, 
ge + M=(g + M)e=)te + MC=2 + M=g+ M. 
That is, C := {gO_ g : g e E, c e C} annihilates V®K and K®'V,  and so C kills V 
and 'V. By assumption, C annihilates kE[(kE/P) and (kE/P)IkE. If C kills two 
(left, say) kE-modules A and B, then C(A®B)=0.  The result therefore follows 
from Corollary 3.3. 
4. Proof of Theorem A 
Step 1: The coefficient ring. Let P be a prime ideal of SG. Since (POS)SG is 
centrally generated, cl(P) is the inverse image of cI(P/(POS)SG), by Proposition 
2.1. So we may assume that P AS=0.  For the same reason, Q AS=0 for all 
Q e cl(P). Let k be the quotient field of the domain S. Then P ~ Q in SG if and 
only if Pk ~ Qk in kG, and u-dim(kG/kQ)= u-dim(SG/Q). So we may assume 
that S = k is a field. As pointed out in the introduction, we need only discuss the 
case where k has characteristic zero. 
Step 2: The induction hypothesis. The proof that cl(P) is uniformly bounded is by 
induction on t=h(G/P+). Suppose h(G/P+)=O. By Lemma 2.2 we may assume 
that P=g and that G is nilpotent-by-abelian, (since polycyclic-by-finite groups are 
(nilpotent-by-abelian)-by-finite [13, Chapter 2, Theorem 4]). Let N be a normal 
nilpotent subgroup of G with G/N abelian. Then nG has the AR property [11, 
Theorem 11.2.141, so nGKQ for all Q ecl(P) by Proposition 2.1. Since 
kG/nG = k(G/N) is commutative, cl(P) consists of completely prime ideals. This 
proves the theorem in the case t = 0, and so begins the induction. 
Step 3: The induction step; reduction to the key case. Suppose now that h(G/P ÷) -- 
t > 0, and that he theorem is known to be true for all cliques X in group algebras 
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kB with h(B/I+)<t for some I eX .  
Choose a normal subgroup H of finite index in G with the following properties: 
(i) H is nilpotent-by-abelian; 
(ii) H/P+GH is torsion free; 
(iii) E/P ÷ AH :=A(H/P ÷ OH) is central in H/P÷ OH; 
(iv) H/E is poly-(infinite cyclic); 
(v) H is orbitally sound. 
That such a subgroup H can be found follows routinely from properties of poly- 
cyclic groups and [12, Theorem C2], since all the properties concerned are preserved 
on passing to a subgroup of finite index. 
Let Q be a prime of kH minimal over PAkH.  Since P+ nHc_ Q+, h(H/Q+)<_ 
h(G/P+)=t. If h(H/Q+)<t, cl(Q) is uniformly bounded by the induction 
hypothesis. Thus so is cl(P), by Lemma 2:2. Suppose now that h(H/Q ÷) = t. Since 
H/P +NH is torsion free, P+AH=Q+.  Since H is orbitally sound, 
Q = (Q o kE)kH by [12, Theorem C1]. Let Ie  cl(Q). By [3, Theorems 3.4 and 5.12], 
I=(INkE)kH, and there is a prime ideal J of kE, minimal over lAkE,  with 
Jecl(QOkE). (Note that QOkE is prime since E/Q ÷ is central in H/Q÷.) 
Let F be the Fitting subgroup of E, so F is normal in G and ElF is abelian, 
by hypothesis (i). Put N=FOQ+~aG, so N is nilpotent, E/N is abelian, and 
nE c_ Q n kE. Since nE has the AR property [11, Theorem 11.2.14], hE_ J for all 
Je  cl(Q O kE) by Proposition 2.1. But kE/nE=k(E/N) is commutative, so 
u-dim(kE/J) = 1. (1) 
Now lAkE  is H-prime, and semiprime, so 
INkE= N (2) 
h~H 
By (1) and (2), 
u-dim(kE/I n kE) = I H :  N/4(J) [. 
By (iv) and [1, Lemma 2.5], 
u-dim(kH/I) = u-dim(kE/I n kE). 
(3) 
(4) 
The induction step, and the proof of the theorem, follows from (3), (4) and Lemma 
3.5. 
Remarks. (i) There is in general no bound on the uniform dimensions of the prime 
factors of kG, for G polycyclic. Consider for example the ring CG, where G = 
(x,y. [x,y] =z, [x,z] = [y,z] = 1). For each prime p, set Hp=(xV, yP, zP),aG. The 
factor C(G/Hp) of CG has an irreducible module of dimension p. 
(ii) We leave as an open question the status of Corollary A for countable fields 
k of characteristic 0.
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